Vita Leonis Philharmonic Orchestra (VLPO for short)

Type: Orchestra
About Us: In Latin, “Vita” means “life” or “spirit” and “Leonis” means “lion”. We aim to create fine art forged by the lion’s mighty spirit.
Established since: 2003

Club goals:
1. To enjoy playing music.
First of all, we play music because we like it. Let’s share the joy of playing music together!
2. To grow through practice and interaction with members.
Each of us has a unique personality. To learn from each other is important to make wonderful music.
3. To inspire and encourage people through music.
We are playing music for people as well as ourselves. Music has such a tremendous power to make the audience happy.
4. To contribute to the school and the community.
As one of the clubs in SUA, we aim to express our gratitude to those who support us. Moreover, we will actualize the first SUA principle “Foster Leaders of culture in the community.”

Contact information: President: Su Jane Lim (sulim@soka.edu)
Vice President: Makoto Abe (mabe@soka.edu)
Secretary: Clarisse Lee (clee@soka.edu)
Treasurer: Kana Chin (kchin@soka.edu)
Conductor: Koichi Kanaoka (kkanaoka@soka.edu)